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Abstract
The Khānegāh or the Shrine of Shaikh Safi al-Din in Ardabil, north-west of
Iran, listed as the world heritage site ( by UNESCO) back in 2011 under the
identification no. 1450. This ensemble is located at 38° 14´52/5" northern
latitude, 48° 17´27/5˝ longitude, and altitude of 1365 above sea level in the
center of city of Ardabil.
The ensemble of Shaikh Safi al-Din is a well-developed prototype
constituting social, religious, charitable, cultural, and educational functions.
With range of versatile spaces, it has met the physical and spiritual needs of
residents and pilgrims as such; it includes places to meet needs in fields of
education and training, livelihood and healthcare. Relying on the diagram of
De Morgan, it seems there are more than 67 spaces and courtyards attached
to the Khānegāh, all of which have had a significant role in the training and
educational philosophy of Safavid tradition. After decade of Safavid, most
part of this magnificent structure damaged.
F. Sarre, a German researcher, conducted one of the earliest studies on the
architectural and archaeological history of Ardabil shrine in 1897. Some
others such as Dibaj (1948), Ali Akbar Sar-faraz,(1974), Weaver (1974),
Morton (1974) and Seyyed Mahmoud Mousawi (1995-6) have also carried out
researches on this subject in recent decades. Archaeological works of Cultural
Heritage and Tourism Organization of Islamic Republic also conducted a
study under the leadership of Hassan Yousefi in 2007. These studies cleared so
many unsolved historical questions about the general plan of the holy shrine.
Keywords: Ardabil; Shaikh Safi al-Din Shrine; Archaeological Excavations;
Findings.
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Introduction

Sarfaraz works. This lasted for five research

Ali Akbar Sar-afraz performed the first

seasons with studies performed on the

archeological study of shrine on the eastern

western side of the shrine.

side of Chini Khāna and new Chilla Khāna.

Some old walls from different historical

The excellent evidences were obtained from

periods appeared with the destruction of the

those researches. These studies result in

southwestern part of the big yard of Shaikh

recognition of cemetery named Shahidgah

Safi

and architecture of Sadr al-Din Musa's

destruction was for dampness reduction,

Chilla Khāna. He made a trench on the

reconstruction and repair of the shrine.

eastern part of Chini Khāna that resulted in

More studies revealed that the northern wall

discovery of Chāldiran martyr's graves and

of new Chilla Khāna consists of four

some items including saddles and bridles of

periods. New Chilla Khāna splits older

horses, thrusting and cutting weapons inside

Chilla Khāna from big yard. The oldest

the graves. Martyrs corps was wrapped in a

period of this wall is same as New Chilla

layer of cattle or camel furred skin. He

Khāna and more probably is one of the

could

oldest

not

find

any

architectural

or

al-Din

shrine

architectural

complex.

elements

of

This

this

ensemble.

settlement elements in lower levels of the
excavation. He chronology of these graves

Another wall was made over the old one

and ceramic pieces was estimated to 8th to

that contains turquoise and lapis lazuli tiles.

7th AH centuries (Morton, 1975: 44).

Its curved shape represents that it has been

Sar-afraz discovered traces of several

part of an arcade. "It could be concluded the

graves on the western and southern sides of

main entrance or portal to the complex.

internal space of new Chilla Khāna. The

Shah Abbas II made a portal way from

building was constructed during Shaikh

north by Āli Qāpu portal. The new

Sadr al-Din.

discovered portal was likely made before
the two other ways. The main portal of

The oldest ceramic pieces obtained from
th

th

th

this part belong 8 and 9 AH / 15 and
th

14

Shaikh Safi al-Din’s shrine was gained this

Centuries AD. Seyyed Mahmoud

arcade.

Mousawi performed the second season of

Later studies indicate that this wall had

studies and researches, two decades after

been extended to the western side. Some
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elements of this wall were cut and
destroyed for reshaping it later Qajar era.
Excavations of western side of destroyed
wall revealed that Sheikh Safi al-Din’s
complex was bigger and wider than what
today look like. Some of the lands were
taken over by people around the complex
for making houses and shops during later
Qajar period. A study in 1374/1995 on the
western side of complex proved these

Fig 1 Key Plan of Parts of the Remains of western
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changes (Fig. 1).

Side of Ensemble

Many of glazed and simple ceramic
pieces of 10th-13th centuries AH could be

Report on Excavation at West and North

found on the surface soil and floor. Most of

of Jannat Sara

these pieces were made in Safavid period.

The plan of first season of research at the

Some tallow–burners were found during

Ardabil shrine started from April 2006

excavation that likely for lighting inside the

following the finding of structural remains

building. Some pieces of white–bluish

of 8th-11th A.H. These were golden periods

porcelain of Safavid period including big

for

bowls and dishes were also found there.

discovered during the renovation of the

Many items and glass pieces collected were

right wall of the complex. This wall extends

belonged to small and big bowls and

to the main gate and the study was focused

pitchers. A big broken ceramic for storage

on the main parts of plan and architecture in

was discovered inside in the trench (Locus

north and west of Jannat Sara. This

215) placed in central space of vestibule"

summary report and works could be a new

(Mousawi, 1380: 47-48).

opening to introduce one of the oldest

the

shrine.

These

remains

were

buildings of the shrine and its extension.
Some of shrine buildings, anyway, were
destroyed or disappeared. Archaeological
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researches however can help draw the

The main researched area consists of 10m

complete plan of the complex and its

square trenches each of them is 10×10m

extension in past years.

and this area is located at a big place of the

Since the relation between north and

shrine but the most important architectural

west of Jannat sara mosque is significant

elements of this search season are specific

and it contains a major part of the shrine, it

for B7, B8, C5, C6, C8, C7 trenches.

may play significant role in making a

37 structures were identified in B 8

definite chronicle and the archaeology of

workshop. On the basis of historical

the Ardabil shrine (Fig. 2).

documents, these structures were eliminated

[ DOR: 20.1001.1.25382640.2013.20.1.5.2 ]
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from main body of the shrine after the fall
Architectural Remains Unearthed during

of Safavid. The shrine was limited to a

2007 Excavation

small area during Pahlavi and was made

The most significant architectural and

several quarters and school over these ruins.

cultural elements were discovered on the
right hand side of the yard during the first
excavation season in 2007 or places in west
and north of the biggest and tallest building
of complex named Jannat-Sara. This part
originally is a wide area where Poorandokht School was constructed.
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criminal law from this point of view.

The discovered structures in B8 trench contain
two piers, wall, macadamized floor, remains of
two ovens, wells and sewage, clay water canals,
Fig 2 The Key Plan of SKSEA
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pool, bench, a wall decorated with tiles and
brick-made floor. We can say that structures of
B8 trench are parts of a significant building
complex but its excavation could not be
completed due to limitations in progression or
trench.
Foundation of these structures is made of cut
stones. Walls are made of bricks and lime
mortar. Internal surfaces were covered by lime
decorated with tiles. Cultural remains found in
B8 trench include ceramics, tiles and coins

Figs 3-4. Remains of Historical Āsh Khānā
(Kitchen) Structure.

[ Downloaded from eijh.modares.ac.ir on 2023-01-09 ]

(Figs. 3-4).

70% of found ceramic pieces are glazed
and rests of them are simple items. The
glazed ceramics consist of multicolored
surface paintings, mono colored or whiteblue. The tiles include seven-colored,
reticulated and comfits. Most of these tiles
are hexagonal and golden, bluish, black,
green and multicolored with trefoil palmate
figures.
Coin is the third type of items found
there. 5 coins were discovered that are
made of copper or copper alloy. Because of

[ DOR: 20.1001.1.25382640.2013.20.1.5.2 ]

severe oxidation, most of these coins are
not identifiable but we can easily suggest
that these belong to Safavid or pre-Safavid
times.
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B7

architectural work. These canals crossed

This trench is located in east of B8 trench

each other in center of structure and it

and western part of Pur Sina school.

worked as vent and decanter. It seems that

Research in this area was started after the

southern side of this structure was external

removal of walls and mosaics of corridor’s

part. Because there are no traces of drain in

and class floors (Fig. 5).

this part, it’s believed that there may be

Approximately

21

structures

some other piers under the school and it

sand

may be proved after more researches.

[ DOR: 20.1001.1.25382640.2013.20.1.5.2 ]
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elements found there. Most of them were
architectural remains such as pier, gipsy

More than 80% of discovered ceramic

floors, kandu or Tapoo (hive), remains of

items in B7 were glazed tiles. Some

three ovens, brick-made floor, wall, clay

measuring cups were also found there. Most

water canal and stony mortar. The most

of stony items in first season were weights

significant of these findings is a thick pier

with different scales such as: 250, 200, 150,

(pillar) (2×2m) that was made of cut stone,

125, 100, 50 and 25grm that are made of

brick and gypsum mortar. Height of this

volcanic stones, alluvial, lime and brick

pier was 85 cm and was inserted drainage

(Fig. 6).

canals inside it. This is a remarkable

Fig 5. Location of Excavation Trenches

Fig 6. Excavated Stone Mortars from Āsh
Khānā
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Primary New Results

thulth script. This writing describes feeding of

Shaikh Safi al-Din shrine in Ardabil is

poor people and orphans and captives. One of

recognized as one of the most important holy

the significant features of this item is the date

shrine in Iran. There are services for pilgrims.

written at the end of the inscription as 1001

[ Downloaded from eijh.modares.ac.ir on 2023-01-09 ]

th

This situation continued from 8 A.H to later

A.H. This inscription describes that we feed

Safavid period. Many of political, cultural and

poor and orphans for the sake of God and

commercial figures from Germany, France and

nothing more (Fig. 9).

Britain have written enormously about this

On the basis of reliable historical resources,

shrine. These documents are so reliable to

Shah Abbas paid special attention to Shiite holy

confirm

cities

the

reconstruction

of

destroyed

Ardabil

that

was

his

buildings. The reports of Tavernier, Jenkinson

grandfather’s hometown. Historical evidences

are of much significance. The third factor for

show many of his trips to Ardabil. He obliged

better detection and our knowledge about the

himself to visit Ardabil once in a year

Ardabil shrine and its historical changes is field

especially, when Iran was fighting with

works on archaeological sites.

Ottoman Empire in Azerbaijan and Armenia

The third factor is the important way to

and Georgia. He was praying in his grandfather

confirm early reports. We have tried to compare

shrine and asked for blessing to overcome his

the field work findings with historical facts and

enemies.

then analyzed them to get the best results. Since
there are fine works on architecture and
archaeology of shrine by Sarre in 1935, but it
not complete hence, many items of the shrine
remain unknown.
One of the most precious items found in this
research was stone placed in arcade of Shaikh
Safi al-Dins kitchen. The framed item was

[ DOR: 20.1001.1.25382640.2013.20.1.5.2 ]

especially

discovered in the garden yard on the sewage
well in A8 trench. It seems that it was
transferred from its main place to another place
for covering the well after Safavid (Figs. 7-8).
This stone is made of andesite. There is
inscription on this stone written in Arabic and
56
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Figs 7-8 Key Plan of Garden and Stone of Arcade of Sheikh Safi al-Din’s kitchen

"Monajem Yazdi, in his book describes

houses .Jannat Sara was separated from

that Shah Abbas I traveled to Ardabil for

yard in one side. Thus kitchen was

the first time in 6th year of his reign in 1001

somewhere behind the bath" (Shirazi, 1551:

A.H. and prayed in the Shaihkh Safi shrine.

20-22).
Many

Shaikh Bahaii accompanied him during this

travelers

such

as

trip. Sarih al-Mulk also describes about

Tavernier who visited the complex in 11th

kitchen and bath of the complex"(Yazdi,

A.H. have described the kitchen and its

1361: 150). Abdi Beyg mentions kitchen as

location. The account completely matches

Āsh-khāna and Matbakh, is a building

with Sarih al-Mulk description that bathes

equipped with rice and wheat pots while

and stores were located in the second yard

other chambers and Ayyäq-khāna in the

and a water canal run through it.
There was a silver coated small door in

northern side.
[ DOR: 20.1001.1.25382640.2013.20.1.5.2 ]

European

Sarih al-Mulk also describes about bath

at the end of the left side of the

and kitchens located on the western side of

aforementioned courtyard. This door was

Shahidgah. This place contains a way from

placed in front of kitchen where royal

the yard to Jannat Sara and kitchen and

charities were dispensed to poor people

ended to Shahidgah. The bath was placed

everyday. Tavernier also tells about this

in the eastern corner, Havij Khāna and

kitchen and its works. "There are 25 to 30
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big stoves, a big pot placed on each of

spaces, food and clothing were provided to

stoves to cook rice and meat and then

residents and traveler.

dispensed among poor or given to workers

Although training of murids (disciples)

and mosque servicemen.

[ DOR: 20.1001.1.25382640.2013.20.1.5.2 ]
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There

was

a

supervisor

was concealed during Safavid, but feeding
for

food

the poor in the Ardabil shrine continued

distribution. He was sitting on silver seat

(Zahidi: 1964: 111). Kitchen and bath were

and supervised the daily process and took

necessary places in official Khanghas. In

care of mixing the rice with water for

other words, making baths specifically for

cooking and chopping meat. All the

Sufis and Ārefs (mystic) is a great

activities were performed economically

performance of Khanghah. These baths

"(Tavernier, 1336: 76 3).

were free for Sufis and Mashäyèkh (elders).

Cornelius, a Dutch artist, is another

Murids (disciples) made this place warm.

European traveler who visited Ardabil in 1115

One of the Khanghah services was to make

A.H. He also writes about the shrine kitchen:

warm waters ready (Figs. 9-11).

stoves were placed on walls. Stove or Dig-

Thus, it’s clear that Chilla Khāna of

khāna described by Sarih al-Mulk also tells of

Sheikh Safi al-Din in 8th century A.H. was

two wells in kitchen" (Morton, 1974: 53).

equipped with bath, kitchen and other

Pieter Delavalle, an Italian traveler,

facilities. The buildings of the Ardabil

describes pots for rice cooking placed on 35

shrine greatly improved and extended by

big stoves and there is a public bath on the

Safavid especially Shah Abbas I. The

one side. There is a small door in front of

discovered space during the first season in

the kitchen in the left end side of the

B7 workshop includes baths, likely door of

coutyard. Many charities are dispensed

a bath in the eastern part of kitchen (28th

everyday" (Delavalle , 1348: 72).

structure)

We can prove this fact that some parts of

internal

clay

canals

(17th

structure).

unearthed structures in the north and the

The other structures include small pool

west side of Jannat Sara have relations to

(28th structure) well (22nd structure) part of

health and cooking. Conventionally, the

hot chamber decorated with tiles (12th

official and general Khangah was equipped

structure), three spaces for Tamer-khāna

with kitchen, bath, Sharabt khāna and other

(25-37-34th structure), water canal, heating
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system and water conduction system with

clay canals and discharge system for water.

Figs 9-10 The Basin of Historical Bath and Excavated Tile-work during Reconstruction of Eastern Wall of
Garden

Fig 11 Key Plan of Parts of Remaining Ensemble Bath
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Fig 12: samples of Islamic era pottery of Janat Sara Site-2007
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Fig 13: samples of Islamic era pottery of Janat Sara Site
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Fig 14: samples of Islamic era pottery of Janat Sara Site
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Fig 15: samples of Islamic era pottery of Janat Sara Site -2007
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Table 1. Catalogue of Potteries
Design

Item

Workshop

Historical
Period

1

Base

Portal

Safavid

2

Base

Hashti &
Jannat
sara

Safavid

3

Base

TE3

Seljuqid

4

Base

TC7

5-7th AH
cent.

5

Base

TC4

6

Base

Portal
gate

8th AH
cent.

7

Base

TE7

5th AH
cent.

8

Base

Portal
gate

9

Base

Portal
gate

Safavid

10

Base

Portal
gate

Safavid

11

Base

TB8

Safavid

12

Base

TB3

5th AH
cent.

13

Base

Chilla
Khānā

7th AH
cent.

14

Base

TB7

5th AH
cent.

15

Base

TB8

5th AH
cent.

Base

TB8

Safavid

-

-

Design of
Item

Painting
under
glaze
Painting
under
glaze
Painting
under
glaze
Painting
under
glaze
Painting
under
glaze
Painting
over
glaze
Painting
under
glaze
Painting
under
glaze
Painting
under
glaze
Painting
under
glaze
Painting
under
glaze
Painting
over
glaze
Painting
over
glaze
Painting
over
glaze
Engraved
drawing

Drawings

Color &
Internal
Cover

Color &
External
Cover

Herbal,
animal

White in
backgroun
d

Light
yellow

-

Herbal

White

White

-

Herbal

White

Light
yellow

-

Herbal

Light
green

Light
yellow

-

Herbal

Light
turquoise

Light
yellow

-

Herbal

Turquoise

Light
yellow

-

Geometrical

White
greenish

Light
yellow

-

Herbal

White

Light
yellow

-

Herbal
geometrical

White

White

-

Herbal

White

Light
yellow

-

Geometrical

White

Light
yellow

-

Herbal

torquise

Light
yellow

-

Herbal
geometrical

White

Light
yellow

-

animal

White

Light
yellow

-

Herbal

White

Light
yellow

-

Herbal

White and
turq.

Light
yellow

-

16

64

Comp.
Source
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Design

Item

Workshop

Historica
l Period

17

Base

TB3

Ilkhanid

18

Base

TB8

19

Base

TB8

20

Base

Portal gate

21

Base

TE1

Ilkhanid

22

Base

TH2

Ilkhanid

23

Base

TE1

Safavid

24

Base

TF3

Ilkhanid

25

Base

TC5

Safavid

26

Base

TC4

Safavid

27

Base

SharbatKhānā

Safavid

28

Base

Chilla
Khānā

Safavid

29

Base

TC4

8th AH
cent.

30

Rim

Hashti and
Jannat-sara

Ilkhanid

31

Base

SharbatKhānā

Safavid

32

Base

TB8

Safavid

Design of
Item
Painting
under
glaze
Painting
under
glaze
Painting
under
glaze
Painting
under
glaze
Painting
under
glaze
Painting
under
glaze
Painting
under
glaze
Painting
under
glaze
Painting
under
glaze
Painting
under
glaze
White
bluish
Painting
under
glaze
White
bluish
Painting
under
glaze
Painting
under
glaze

65

Color
&
Externa
l Cover
Light
yellow/
w

Drawings

Color &
Internal
Cover

Herbal
geometrical

Deep turq.

Herbal

White

Light
yellow

-

Herbal

White

White

-

geometrical

Light turq.

Light
yellow

-

Herbal

Turq.

Light
yellow

-

Herbal

Turq.

Light
yellow

-

Herbal

White

Light
yellow

-

Herbal

Turq.

Light
yellow

-

Herbal

White

Light
yellow

-

Herbal

White

Light
yellow

-

Herbal

White

White

-

Herbal

White

Light
yellow

-

Herbal

White

Light
yellow

-

Turq.

-

Herbal

Comp.
Source

-

Herbal
geometrical

Turq.

Turq.

-

Herbal
architectural

White

White

-
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ﺑﺎزﺑﻴﻨﻲ ﺳﺎﺧﺘﺎر ﻣﻌﻤﺎري ﺑﻘﻌﻪ ﺷﻴﺦ ﺻﻔﻲ اﻟﺪﻳﻦ اردﺑﻴﻠﻲ ﺑﺎﺗﻮﺟﻪ ﺑﻪ ﻧﺘﺎﻳﺞ
ﺟﺪﻳﺪ ﻛﺎوش ﻫﺎي ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺎن ﺷﻨﺎﺳﻲ در ﺷﻤﺎل ﺟﻨﺖ ﺳﺮا
ﺣﺴﻦ ﻳﻮﺳﻔﻲ ،١ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﻋﻠﻴﺰاده ﺳﻮﻻ ،٢ﻣﺤﻤﻮد ﻃﺎووﺳﻲ
ﺗﺎرﻳﺦ درﻳﺎﻓﺖ90/3/32 :

٣

ﺗﺎرﻳﺦ ﭘﺬﻳﺮش٩٠/١٠/١٠:

ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﻪ ﺧﺎﻧﻘﺎﻫﻲ و آراﻣﮕﺎﻫﻲ ﺷﻴﺦ ﺻﻔﻲ اﻟﺪﻳﻦ اردﺑﻴﻠﻲ ﻛﻪ ﺑﺎ ﺷﻤﺎره  1450در ﺳﺎل  2011در ﻓﻬﺮﺳﺖ آﺛﺎر
ﺟﻬﺎﻧﻲ ﻗﺮار ﮔﺮﻓﺖ ﺑﺎ ارﺗﻔﺎع ﺣﺪود  1365ﻣﺘﺮ از ﺳﻄﺢ آب ﻫﺎي آزاد در ﻋﺮض ﺟﻐﺮاﻓﻴﺎﻳﻲ  38 14 5.52و
 48 17 27 .5از ﻃﻮل ﺟﻐﺮاﻓﻴﺎﻳﻲ در ﻣﺮﻛﺰ ﺷﻬﺮ اردﺑﻴﻞ ﻗﺮار دارد.
ﻛﺎرﺑﺴﺖ آﻣﻮزﺷﻲ و ﻓﻀﺎﻫﺎي ﻣﻮرد ﻧﻴﺎز ﺑﺮاي ﻧﻴﺎزﻫﺎي روﺣﻲ و ﺟﺴﻤﺎﻧﻲ ﺑﺮاي زاﺋﺮان ﺑﺎ اﻣﻜﺎﻧﺎت ﺑﻬﺪاﺷﺘﻲ و
ﺧﺪﻣﺎﺗﻲ و آﻣﻮزﺷﻲ اﺳﺖ .ﺑﻪ ﻃﻮري ﺑﺮاﺳﺎس ﻧﻤﻮدار ﺗﺮﺳﻴﻤﻲ دﻣﺮﮔﺎن ﻓﺮاﻧﺴﻮي از ﻧﺴﺨﻪ ﺧﻄﻲ ﺻﺮﻳﺢ
اﻟﻤﻠﻚ اﻳﻦ ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﻪ از  67ﺑﻨﺎ و ﺣﻴﺎط ﻫﺎي ﭘﻴﻮﺳﺘﻪ و ﺟﺎﻧﺒﻲ ﺑﺮﺧﻮردار ﺑﻮد .اﻳﻦ ﻓﻀﺎﻫﺎ ﻧﻘﺶ اﺳﺎﺳﻲ در
آﻣﻮزش و ﻓﻠﺴﻔﻪ ي ﻃﺮﻳﻘﺖ ﺻﻔﻮي ﺑﺮ ﻋﻬﺪه داﺷﺖ .ﺑﻌﺪ از اﻧﻘﺮاض ﺻﻔﻮي ﺑﻴﺸﺘﺮ اﻳﻦ ﺑﻨﺎﻫﺎ آﺳﻴﺐ دﻳﺪه و
زﻳﺮ ﺧﺎك ﻣﺪﻓﻮن ﮔﺮدﻳﺪ .ﻓﺮدرﻳﺶ زاره ﻣﺤﻘﻖ آﻟﻤﺎﻧﻲ از ﺟﻤﻠﻪ ﭘﮋوﻫﺸﮕﺮاﻧﻲ اﺳﺖ ﻛﻪ در ﺳﺎل  1897ﻣﻴﻼدي
ﻗﺪﻳﻤﻲ ﺗﺮﻳﻦ ﻛﺎر ﺗﺤﻘﻴﻘﺎﺗﻲ را درﺑﺎره ي ﺗﺎرﻳﺦ ﻣﻌﻤﺎري و ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺎن ﺷﻨﺎﺳﻲ ﺑﻘﻌﻪ اردﺑﻴﻞ ﺑﻪ اﻧﺠﺎم رﺳﺎﻧﺪ .ﺑﻌﺪ از
اﻳﺸﺎن ﻣﺤﻘﻘﺎﻧﻲ ﭼﻮن اﺳﻤﺎﻋﻴﻞ دﻳﺒﺎج )در ﺳﺎل  (1948و ﻋﻠﻲ اﻛﺒﺮ ﺳﺮﻓﺮاز ﻛﺎرﮔﺮ)در ﺳﺎل  (1974و دﻛﺘﺮ
وﻳﻮر )در ﺳﺎل  (1974و دﻛﺘﺮ ﻣﻮرﺗﻮن )در ﺳﺎل  (1974و ﺳﻴﺪ ﻣﺤﻤﻮد ﻣﻮﺳﻮي )در ﺳﺎل ﻫﺎي (1995-1996
ﺗﺤﻘﻴﻘﺎت ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺎﻧﺸﻨﺎﺳﻲ ﺟﺎﻟﺐ ﺗﻮﺟﻬﻲ در ﺧﺼﻮص ﺗﺎرﻳﺦ ﻣﻌﻤﺎري و ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺎنﺷﻨﺎﺧﺘﻲ ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﻪ ﻣﺬﻫﺒﻲ اردﺑﻴﻞ
اﻧﺠﺎم دادﻧﺪ .در ﺳﺎل  2007ﻣﻴﻼدي ﻣﻄﺎﻟﻌﺎت ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺎن ﺷﻨﺎﺳﻲ در اﻳﻦ ﻣﺤﻮﻃﻪ ﺗﺎرﻳﺨﻲ ﺗﺤﺖ ﺳﺮﭘﺮﺳﺘﻲ ﺣﺴﻦ
ﻳﻮﺳﻔﻲ ﺗﺤﻘﻴﻘﺎت دﻫﻪ ﻫﺎي ﻣﻮرد ﻧﻈﺮ را ﻛﺎﻣﻞ ﻛﺮد .ﻣﻄﺎﻟﻌﺎت اﺧﻴﺮ ﻣﻨﺠﺮ ﺑﻪ ﻛﺸﻒ ﺑﺨﺸﻲ از ﻧﻘﺸﻪ ﻛﻠﻲ
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اﻳﻦ ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﻪ ﺧﺎﻧﻘﺎﻫﻲ در واﻗﻊ ﻧﻤﻮﻧﻪ ﻃﺮاﺣﻲ ﻣﻌﻤﺎري ﭘﻴﺸﺮﻓﺘﻪ از ﺷﻜﻞ اﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﻲ ،ﻣﺬﻫﺒﻲ ،ﻓﺮﻫﻨﮕﻲ ﺑﺎ

ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﻪ و ﺟﻮاب ﺑﻪ ﺳﻮاﻻت ﻣﺘﻌﺪد در ﺧﺼﻮص ﺗﺎرﻳﺦ ﻣﻌﻤﺎري و ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺎن ﺷﻨﺎﺳﻲ ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﻪ ﺷﺪه اﺳﺖ.
واژﮔﺎن ﻛﻠﻴﺪي :اردﺑﻴﻞ ،ﺑﻘﻌﻪ ﺷﻴﺦ ﺻﻔﻲ اﻟﺪﻳﻦ اردﺑﻴﻠﻲ ،ﻛﺎوش ﻫﺎي ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺎن ﺷﻨﺎﺳﻲ ،ﻳﺎﻓﺘﻪ ﻫﺎي ﻣﻌﻤﺎري

 .2ﻋﻀﻮ ﻫﻴﺄت ﻛﺎوش ﺑﻘﻌﻪ ﺷﻴﺦ ﺻﻔﻲ اﻟﺪﻳﻦ اردﺑﻴﻠﻲ ،داﻧﺸﮕﺎه ﺟﺎﻣﻊ ﻋﻠﻤﻲ ﻛﺎرﺑﺮدي واﺣﺪ اﺳﺘﺎﻧﻲ اردﺑﻴﻞ.
 .3اﺳﺘﺎد داﻧﺸﻜﺪه ﻫﻨﺮ و ﻣﻌﻤﺎري داﻧﺸﮕﺎه ﺗﺮﺑﻴﺖ ﻣﺪرس.
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